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Dear Parents, 

 

It has come to our attention at GES Cairo that again many of our students are dedicating much of 

their ‘free’ time to an online games such as ‘Fortnite’ and 'PubG'. While this is not something 

that is happening at school, we feel that some students are showing signs of over-reliance and 

even addiction to this multi-player, survival action, online game, and that their ‘virtual realities’ 

are negatively impacting their academic progress and social 

interactions within school, which is why we feel we ought to intervene. 

We would like to support parents by sharing a useful link with information about the game and 

parental advice: https://www.childnet.com/blog/a-parents-guide-to-fortnite-battle-royale. 

Students who have admitted to playing this game, or others similar to it, have shared that they 

are distracted at school, unable to complete homework tasks on time, exposed to offensive 

language and come to school tired from lack of sleep. Many have expressed that they know that 

the game is having a negative impact on them but that they cannot resist playing it. 

Please note that the PEGI recommendation is that this game is not suitable for children under the 

age of 12. GES Cairo would like to highlight that this guidance is for the game content but that 

you should also be aware that your child is able to converse with strangers of all ages around the 

world while playing this game. There is every chance that your child may be exposed to 

language and conversations that are not 

only age inappropriate but also harmful, abusive and illegal. 

We hope that you will understand our concerns and that as a family we can, where appropriate, 

stop, monitor and/or limit student access to these games. 

We would also like to draw your attention to the fact that the minimum age of use for Facebook 

is 13 years old and WhatsApp is 16 years old. We believe that Primary aged students are not 

mature enough to understand how far reaching online posts can be and that at their age, their 

natural curiosity, impulsivity and willingness to take risks can make them extremely vulnerable.  

If you choose to allow your child access to social media accounts and messaging apps as a means 

of communication, please monitor and supervise the use of this, in the knowledge that the school 

cannot be held responsible for resolving the issues that may arise. 
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Effective monitoring of Primary aged students may consist of: 

- agreeing on rules of responsible use and clearly state your expectations 

- discuss and apply appropriate privacy settings 

- removing access to devices if rules are broken 

- having your child's password to their phone/tablet and regularly checking the content of it at 

random times,  

- limiting daily access to the wifi connection 

- placing parental controls and filters on the phone/ipad 

- ensuring the phone/ipad is in your possession at night. 

Please check the Parent Zone and parentinfo.org websites for further guidance 

and  information.  These organisations specialise in digital family life. They provides support and 

information to parents to help families to navigate the internet safely and confidently.   

 

Kind regards, 

 

 

 

Ms Claire Williams         

Primary Deputy Headteacher        

 

http://parentinfo.org/

